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Unlike peers, Italian GDP shrinks again
Not much of a surprise from Italy's 4Q20 GDP data. And with vaccine
supply constraints set to continue in 1Q21, short-term growth will
continue to depend on lockdown restrictions mostly affecting the
service sector
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Unlike other eurozone countries, Italian GDP didn't surprise
Unlike other eurozone countries, which have positively surprised us with fourth-quarter GDP
numbers, Italian GDP was very much in line with our forecasts and consensus.

The Italian seasonally and working days adjusted GDP contracted by 2.0% quarter-on-quarter
4Q20 (from a revised +16% QoQ in 3Q20) and by 6.6% in YoY terms.

According to Istat, the national statistics office both the domestic component (gross of inventories)
and net exports contributed negatively to GDP growth. And from the supply side, the value-added
declined in agriculture, industry and services.

Little clarity on 1Q21 so far
Looking ahead, data on 1Q21 is so far limited to January confidence data, which doesn't provide
much clear guidance.
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We are forecasting a modest 0.5% QoQ GDP contraction in 1Q21
but a progressive acceleration thereafter to bring average GDP
growth for the whole of 2021 at 3.3%.

Consumer confidence fell a bit, while the composite business indicator was broadly stable,
reflecting a soft decline in manufacturing and retail components and an improvement in market
services and construction.

The surprising improvement in manufacturing PMI, which gained more than two points in January
climbing to 55.1, was likely driven by the output and orders component. However, respondents
signalled increasing evidence of supply disruptions - a warning sign that the recovery path is still
facing obstacles.

Covid-19 developments remain the short-term driving factor
Short term developments remain closely linked to the evolution of the pandemic and restrictive
measures.

With the pace of vaccination still constrained by supply shortages, we see little chance of a
substantial change over 1Q21. We will likely see regions floating in the three brackets envisaged by
the Italian classification of risks, with possible stop-and-goes in re-openings.

The winter tourism season is still blocked and a re-opening from 15 February is a possibility, but
not guaranteed. Some resorts might decide not to re-open due to their cost and contractual
structures, which leaves a high degree of uncertainty over the growth profile over 1Q21.

We are forecasting a modest 0.5% QoQ GDP contraction in 1Q21 but a progressive
acceleration thereafter to bring average GDP growth for the whole of 2021 at 3.3%.   
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as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person
for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
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Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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